
A Franks' lemma that preserves invariant manifoldsNikolaz GourmelonMarh 31, 2008RésuméUn élèbre lemme de John Franks dit que toute perturbation de la di�érentielle d'undi�éomorphisme f le long d'une orbite périodique peut être réalisée par une C1-perturbation
g du di�éomorphisme sur un voisinage arbitrairement petit de ladite orbite. Ce lemmeependant ne donne auune information sur le omportement des variétés invariantes del'orbite périodique après perturbation.Dans et artile nous montrons que si la perturbation de la dérivée peut être jointe à ladérivée initiale par un hemin, alors la distane C1 entre f et g peut être trouvée arbitraire-ment prohe du diamètre du hemin. De plus, si des diretions stables ou instables d'indies�xés existent le long du hemin, alors les variétés invariantes orrespondantes peuvent êtrepréservées en-dehors d'un voisinage arbitrairement petit de l'orbite.AbstratA well-known lemma by John Franks asserts that one an realise any perturbation of thederivative of a di�eomorphism f along a periodi orbit by a C1-perturbation g of the wholedi�eomorphism on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the periodi point. However, thatlemma does not provide any information on the behaviour of the invariant manifolds of theperiodi point for g.In this paper we show that if the perturbated derivative an be joined from the initialderivative by a ontinuous path, then the C1-distane between f and g an be found arbi-trarily lose to the diameter of the path. Moreover, if strong stable or unstable diretionsof some indies exist along that path, then the orresponding invariant manifolds an bepreserved outside a small neighbourhood of the orbit.1 IntrodutionTo study the dynamis of C1-generi di�eomophisms on ompat manifolds, that is, di�eomor-phisms of a residual subset of the set Diff1(M) of C1 di�eomorphisms, one heavily relies on afew C1-spei� perturbation tools and ideas.On the one hand, losing and onneting lemmas reate periodi points and onnetinghomolinially saddle. The C1-Closing Lemma of Pugh [Pug67℄ states that a reurent orbitan be losed by an arbitrarily small C1-perturbation. This was eventually generalized intothe C1-ergodi losing Lemma by Mañé [Mañ82℄. Using similar ideas, the onneting lemma ofHayashi [Hay97℄ states that if the unstable manifold of a saddle point aumulates on a point ofthe stable manifold of another saddle, then a C1 perturbation reates a transverse intersetionbetween the two manifolds. That result is further generalized in [WX00℄, [Arn01℄ and �nallyin [BC04℄ and [Cro06℄, where remarkable generi onsequenes are obtained.1



On the other hand we have tools to perturb the derivative along a periodi orbit, or toreate loal dynamial patterns by C1-perturbations around periodi orbit. John Franks' intro-dued in [Fra71℄ a very simple lemma that allows to realise the perturbation of the derivativealong a periodi orbit as a C1-perturbation of the whole di�eomorphism on an arbitrarily smallneighbourhood of that orbit. This is the very lemma that systematially allows to redue C1-perturbation problems along periodi orbits to linear algebra.Another perturbation result around a periodi orbit and a onsequene of Franks' lemma isfor instane the �rst step of their proof of the Palis C1-density onjeture in dimension 2 (theunion of hyperboli di�eomorphisms and di�eomorphisms admitting a homolini tangeny is
C1-dense in the set of di�eomorphisms). Pujals and Sambarino [PS00℄ �rst proved that if thedominated splitting between the stable and unstable diretions of a saddle point is not strongenough, then a C1-perturbation of the derivative along the orbit indues a small angle betweenthe two eigendiretions. They apply the Franks' Lemma and �nally, they do another perturbationto obtain a tangeny between the two manifolds. Wen [Wen02℄ generalized somewhat that �rststep in dimension greater than 2 under similar non-domination hypothesis.These perturbations results rely on the Franks' lemma whih unfortunately fails to yield anyinformation on the behaviour of the invariant manifolds of the periodi point. In partiular, onedoes not ontrol a priori what homolini lass the periodi point will belong to, what strongonnetions it may have after perturbation, and it may not be possible to apply a onnetinglemma in order to rereate a broken homolini relation. Therefore we naturally ask whether theFranks' perturbation lemma an be tamed into preserving more or less the invariant manifoldsof the saddle point.In [Gou06℄, a tehnique is found to preserve any �xed �nite set in the invariant manifoldsof a periodi point for partiular types of perturbations along a periodi orbit. In partiular itimplies that one an reate of homolini tangenies inside homolini lasses on whih there isno stable/unstable uniform dominated splitting. This tehnique however is very omplex anddi�ult to adapt to other ontexts.In this paper, we �nd a very simple and general ontext in whih we have good ontrol ofthe invariant manifolds of a saddle point after a perturbation of its derivative. We �rst state theso-alled Franks Lemma:Lemma (Franks). Let f be a di�eomorphism. For all ǫ > 0 there is δ > 0 suh that, for anyperiodi orbit X of f , for any δ-perturbation A of the derivative df|X along the orbit X, one �ndsa C1 ǫ-perturbation g of f on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of X suh that dg|X = A.In this paper we provide a perturbation theorem that extends the Franks' Lemma, ontrollingboth the behaviour of the invariant manifolds of X, and the size ǫ of the C1-perturbation we needto obtain the derivative A. Preisely, we prove that if the perturbation A of df|X is done alonga path along whih the strong stable/unstable diretions of some indies allways exist, then thedi�eomorphism g an be hosen in order to preserve the orresponding strong stable/unstablemanifolds outside an arbitrarily small neighbourhood. Moreover, the size of the perturbation isgiven by the length of the path. That theorem is preisely stated in setion 2.We state in setion 5 further foreseen generalisations of our perturbation Lemma. If we do notrequire that the �ags of stable/unstable be entirely preserved outside a small neighbourhood of
X, but only almost entirely preserved, then one allows the eigenvalues to ross eah other alongthe perturbation path (it is not required any more that the strong stable/unstable diretions of2



�xed indies exist all along the path). Moreover, these times at whih several eigenvalues havesame moduli enable as many freedoms of hoie for the strong stable and unstable manifolds.Finally in setion 6 we laim that requiring the existene of �good� paths is not so onstraining.Indeed, many of the oyle perturbations tehniques that we know of are adaptable to buildingsuh paths. A few oyle perturbation statements are proposed as examples. We point out thatour result allows another proof of [Gou06℄.Remeriements : Je remerie vivement Flavio Abdenur, Christian Bonatti, Sylvain Crovisier etLorenzo Díaz pour de nombreuses disussions, suggestions et enouragements ainsi que MareloViana et l'IMPA - Instituto naional de Matemátia Pura e Apliada (Rio de Janeiro) pour laon�ane qui m'a été aordée et pour le soutien �nanier et matériel dans le adre de monPost-Dotorat.2 De�nitions and statement of results.In the following f is a C1-di�eomorphism of a Riemannian manifold M of dimension d, and Xis a periodi orbit for f . Let Σ be the vetor spae of oyles σ on TM|X that projet on f|X ,that is, suh that the following diagram ommutes:
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We endow that vetor spae with the norm ‖σ‖Σ = sup
v∈TM
‖v‖=1

‖σ(v)‖. The eigenvalues of a oyleare the eigenvalues of the �rst return map. When the eigenvalues λ1 ..., λd of a oyle σ, ountedwith multipliity and ordered by inreasing moduli, are so that |λi| < |λi+1| and |λi| < 1, the i-strong stable diretion of dimension i of σ is the invariant bundle orresponding to the eigenvalues
λ1, ..., λi. If the oyle σ = df|X has a strong stable diretion of dimension i, then the i-strongstable manifold of X for f is the unique f -invariant, i-dimensionnal manifold that is tangent tothat diretion. The strong unstable manifolds are naturally de�ned symmetrially.Given two �nite sets I, J of positive integers, we denote by ΣI,J the set of oyles thatare bijetive and have a strong stable (resp. unstable) diretion of dimension i for all i ∈ I(resp. i ∈ J). We endow ΣI,J with the following distane: for all σ, τ ∈ ΣI,J , dist(σ, τ) =
max

(
‖σ − τ‖, ‖σ−1 − τ−1‖

).Let f be in ΣI,J . Let U be a neighbourhood of X.The loal i-strong stable manifold of X inside U for f is the set of points of the i-strong stablemanifold whose positive iterates remain in U . We denote it by W s,i
loc.U(f,X). The loal i-strongstable manifold of f outside U is the set of points y of the i-strong stable manifold of f outside

U whose positive orbit does not leave U one it entered it. We denote it by W s,i

loc.\U (f,X). Theloal strong unstable manifolds are naturally de�ned symmetrially.Let g be a perturbation of f suh that the oyles df|X , dg|X are in ΣI,J . We say that
g preserves loally the i-strong stable manifold of f outside U if and only if W s,i

loc.\U(f,X) =

W s,i

loc.\U(g,X). We say that it preserves loally the i-strong unstable manifold of f outside U ifand only if W u,i

loc.\U(f,X) = W u,i

loc.\U(g,X). We write that g preserves loally the (I, J)-strong3



stable/unstable manifolds of f outside U , if and only if for all i ∈ I (resp. j ∈ J), it preservesthe i-strong stable (resp. the j-strong unstable) manifolds of f outside U .We an now state the main theorem:Theorem 2.1. Assume that df|X is in ΣI,J , and let γ : [0, 1] → ΣI,J be a path starting at df|X .Let r(γ) be the radius sup
t∈[0,1]

dist(df|X , γ(t)) of the path γ. Then there is a perturbation g of f onan arbitrarily small neighbourhood U of X suh that
• dg|X = γ(1),
• the C1-distane between g and f is arbitrarily lose to the radius r(γ),
• the (I, J)-strong stable/unstable manifolds are preserved loally outside U .3 Perturbation propositionsIn this setion X is still the orbit of a periodi point of the di�eomorphism f . Given twodi�eomophisms g, h of M , we write that h = g loally at X if they are equal on a neighbourhoodof X. Let us state two fundamental perturbation propositions:Proposition 3.1 (PI,J). Let gk ∈ Diff(M) be a sequene that onverges to g ∈ Diff(M) for the

C1-topology, with dg|X and dgk|X in ΣI,J . For all neighbourhood U of X, there exists a sequeneof di�eomorphisms hk that onverges to g suh that
• hk = gk loally at X,
• hk = g outside U ,
• for k great enough, the (I, J)-invariant manifolds of g and hk oinide loally outside U .Proposition 3.2 (P ′

I,J). Let gk ∈ Diff(M) be a sequene that onverges to g ∈ Diff(M) for the
C1-topology, with dg|X and dgk|X in ΣI,J . For all neighbourhood U of X, there exists a sequeneof di�eomorphisms hk that onverges to g suh that

• hk = g loally at X,
• hk = gk outside U ,
• for k great enough, the (I, J)-invariant manifolds of gk and hk oinide loally outside U .We are going to prove Propositions PI,J and P ′

I,J (Propositions 3.1 and 3.2) by indution forall pairs I, J of �nite sets of stritly positive integers.Proof of P∅,∅ and P ′
∅,∅ : These are slightly re�ned Franks' Lemmas. It is enough to take aunit partition µ+ ν = 1 on M suh that µ = 1 outside a small neighbourhood of X and µ = 0in a smaller neighbourhood. Then follow the proof of Franks' Lemma. 2Given two �nite sets I, J of stritly positive integers, if they exist, let i0 and j0 be respetivelythe least integer in I and J , and let I∗ = I \ {i0} and J∗ = J \ {j0}.4



Lemma 3.3. For any subsets I, J ∈ N \ {0} suh that J 6= ∅, Proposition P(I, J∗) impliesProposition P(I, J).Lemma 3.4. For any subsets I, J ∈ N \ {0} suh that J 6= ∅, Proposition P ′(I, J∗) impliesProposition P ′(I, J).By symmetry of statements, up to hanging dynamis to inverse dynamis, we also havethat P(I∗, J) implies P(I, J), and P ′(I∗, J) implies P ′(I, J). By indution, this implies Propo-sitions 3.1 and 3.2 for all I, J .Hene we are left to prove Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. We �rst introdue a few notations and aregularity result on loal invariant manifolds. Let x ∈ X. Given two neighbourhoods V ⊂ Uof the orbit X, the loal i-strong unstable manifold of the point x inside U (resp. outside V) isdenoted by W u,i
loc.U(g, x) (resp. W u,i

loc.\V(g, x)). Their intersetion is denoted by W u,i

loc.U\V(g, x).Remark 3.5. While the strong unstable manifolds inside V are respetively inluded in the strongunstable manifolds inside U , the strong unstable manifolds outside V in general do not respetivelyontain the strong unstable manifolds outside U .De�nition 3.6. Two neighbourhoods V ⊂ U of the orbit X are said to be regular for g if1. For any di�eomorphism h lose enough to g, the loal invariant manifolds of X for h outside
V ontain the loal invariant manifolds of X for h outside U , respetively.2. The sets W u,i

loc.U\V(g, x) are submanifolds (with boundary) of M that vary uniformly C1-ontinuously by small perturbations of g.Remark 3.7. There exist arbitrarily small pairs of regular neighourhoods.3.1 Proof of Lemma 3.3We assume P(I, J∗). Let gk ∈ Diff(M) be a sequene that onverges to g ∈ Diff(M) for the
C1-topology, with dg|X and dgk|X in ΣI,J . In the following, j0 is the least integer of J .We an �nd an arbitrarily small regular pair of ompat neighbourhoods V,U of X, anda �regular box� B in U \ V around a pair of onseutive fundamental domains of the j0-strongunstable manifold of the point x. Preisely, there exist arbitrarily small regular neighbourhoods
U ⊃ V ∋ X and a set B ⊂ U \ V identi�ed to Sj0−1 × [−1, 1[×[−1, 1]d−j0 through a C1-di�eomorphism, suh that

(i) the neighbourhoods U ,V satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma ??,
(ii) for all j ∈ J , Bj = Sj0−1 × [−1, 1[×[−1, 1]j−j0 × {0}d−j is the intersetion of B and theloal unstable manifold W u,j

loc.U\V
(g, x) in U and outside V,

(iii) the �rst half-box Sj0−1× [−1, 0[×[−1, 1]d−j0 is sent at the period on the seond half-box bya translation: for all (a, b, c) ∈ Sj0−1 × [−1, 0[×[−1, 1]d−j0 , gp(a, b, c) = (a, b + 1, c), where
p is the period of x. In partiular Dj0 = Sj0−1 × [−1, 0[×{0}d−j0 is a fundamental domainof the j0-strong unstable manifold,

(iv) the losure of B does not interset the loal stable manifold in U ,5



Figure 1: Regular box for J = {1, 2}
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When orientation on W u,1(g) is reversed, keep only one of the two onneted omponents.See a representation in dimension 3 in �gure 1. To obtain suh a box B, build suessively thesubsets Bj knowing that for any pair j < j′ in J , the loal j-strong unstable manifold of g is a
C1-submanifold of the loal j′-strong stable manifold. Finally we obtain B from the fat thatthe loal unstable manifold of g is a C1-submanifold of M .Remark 3.8. In the partiular ase j0 = 1 and g preserves orientation on the 1-strong unstablemanifold, the 1-fundamental domain D1 has two onneted omponents (see �gure 1), and so has
B. When j0 = 1 and g reverses orientation on the 1-strong unstable manifold we atually onlyhave one onneted omponent. In the end of this setion, we brie�y show how to adapt thede�nition of regular box and the rest of our proof to that partiular ase.By P(I, J∗), there is a sequene of di�eomorphisms h∗k that onverges to g suh that

• h∗k = gk loally at X,
• h∗k = g outside V,
• for k great enough, the (I, J∗)-invariant manifolds of g and h∗k oinide loally outside V.We will now push the loal j0-strong unstable manifold of h∗k in U \ V to oinide with that of

g, by a small perturbation on B. We will ensure that this perturbation an be done preservingthe (I, J∗)-invariant manifolds of h∗k. Let j1 be the least integer in J∗. If J∗ is empty, then let
j1 = d and write B = Bd. Eah of the following items hold, for k great enough:

(v) for all j ∈ J∗, Bj is in the j-strong loal unstable manifold W u,j

loc.U\V(h∗k, x) in U and outside
V.

(vi) The intersetion of the loal j0-strong unstable manifold W u,j

loc.U\V(h∗k, x) of h∗k and Bj1 =

Sj0−1 × [−1, 1[×[−1, 1]j1−j0 is the graph of a C1-funtion φk : Sj0−1 × [−1, 1[→ [−1, 1]j1−j0 .6



(vii) For all (a, b) ∈ Sj0−1 × [−1, 0[, we have φk(a, b) = φk(a+ 1, b).
(viii) The losure of B does not interset the loal stable manifold of x in U for h∗k.Proof : (v) omes from (ii) and from the (I, J∗)-invariant manifolds of g and h∗k oinidingloally outside V. (vi) is a onsequene of (v), of the regularity of the neighbourhoods V ⊂ U for
g and of h∗k tending C1 to g. (vii) is a onsequene of (iii) and of the equality g = h∗k outside
V, in partiular on B. (viii) is a onsequene of (iv), of the ompatness of U and of h∗k tending
C1 to g. 2Sine h∗k tends to g, φk tends to 0 for the C1-topology. Let ρ+ σ = 1 be a unit partition on
[0, 1] suh that ρ = 0 on a neighbourhood of −1 and ρ = 1 on a neighbourhood of 0. De�ne themap

ψk :






Sj0−1 × [−1, 1[→ [−1, 1]j1−j0

ψk(a, b) = −ρ(a).φk(a, b), for a ∈ [−1, 0[
ψk(a, b) = −σ(a+ 1).φk(a, b), for a ∈ [0, 1[It is well de�ned and C1 on Sj0−1× [−1, 1[. Let θ : B → [0, 1] be a C1 map suh that θ = 1 on

Sj0−1 × [−1, 1[×[−1/4, 1/4]d−j0 and θ = 0 outside Sj0−1 × [−1, 1[×[−1/2, 1/2]d−j0 . Then de�ne
Φk :

{
B = Sj0−1 × [−1, 1[×[−1, 1]j1−j0 × [−1, 1]d−j1 → B

Φk(a, b, c, d) = (a, b, c + θ(a, b, c, d).ψk(a, b), d)For k great enough Φk is well de�ned and is a di�eomorphism of B that extends the identitymap on M \ B. Finally we de�ne hk = Φk ◦ h
∗
k. The sequene hk tends to g for the C1 topologyand oinides with g outside U .By (vi) and (vii), for k great enough, the j0-strong unstable manifold of X for hk oinidesloally with that of g on the stritly positive iterates of the �rst half box Sj0−1×[−1, 0[×[−1, 1]d−j0until �rst return in U (sine g = hk outside V∪B). Therefore the loal j0-strong unstable manifoldof X for hk oinides with that of g loally outside U .Besides, by (v) and (viii), Φk leaves invariant the loal (I, J∗)-invariant manifolds of g, for

k great enough. Sine the (I, J∗)-invariant manifolds of g and h∗k oinide loally outside V,they oinide outside U (by regularity of the pair U ,V for g). Therefore the (I, J∗)-invariantmanifolds of g and hk also oinide outside U . Hene the three following items are satis�ed:
• hk = gk loally at X,
• hk = g outside U ,
• for k great enough, the (I, J)-invariant manifolds of g and hk oinide loally outside U .QED.We now explain how to adapt the regular box for the partiular ase mentionned in Re-mark 3.8: we assume j0 = 1 and g reverses orientation on the 1-strong unstable manifold. Then

B is identi�ed to [−1, 1[×[−1, 1]d−j0 and we have to hange (ii) and (iii) into
(ii′) for all j ∈ J , Bj = [−1, 1[×[−1, 1]j−j0 × {0}d−j is the intersetion of B and the loalunstable W u,j

loc.U\V(g, x) in U and outside V,7



(iii′) the �rst half-box [−1, 0[×[−1, 1]d−j0 is sent at the double period on the seond half-boxby a translation: for all (a, b, c) ∈ [−1, 0[×[−1, 1]d−j0 , g2p(b, c) = (b + 1, c), where p is theperiod of x. In partiular Dj0 = [−1, 0[×{0}d−j0 is a fundamental domain of the j0-strongunstable manifold.The rest of the proof is easily adapted. This onludes the proof of Lemma 3.3.3.2 Proof of Lemma 3.4The proof of Lemma 3.4, is very similar to that of Lemma 3.3. We only sketh it. We buildagain a regular box B around the j0-strong stable manifold of x for g. Then instead of pushingloal j0-strong unstable manifold of h∗k in that box to meet the strong unstable manifold of g,we push it to meet the j0-strong unstable manifold of gk.Remember that gk tends to g for the C1-topology, therefore we �nd for eah k a regular box
Bk for gk, so that the sequene of boxes Bk tends uniformly to B for the C1-topology. Then,the same way as in the previous setion, for k great enough we an perturb h∗k on Bk into
hk, pushing its j0-strong unstable manifold on that of gk, and preserving its strong unstablemanifolds of greater dimensions and its strong stable manifolds.It is easily heked that, sine Bk onverges to B and h∗k onverges to g for the C1-topology,the size of the perturbation tends to zero, as k-tends to ∞. Therefore the sequene hk tends to
g. This ends the proof of Lemma 3.4.4 Proof of the main theoremWe �x a family of harts {φx : Bx → Rd}x∈X , where Bx is an open ball ontaining x and thelosures Bx are pairwise disjoint. We denote by D the union of these balls. We endow D withthe orresponding anonial linear struture and Eulidean metri. We endow Diff1(M) with aReimannian metri that extends that Eulidean metri.We have this useful orollary of Proposition 3.1:Lemma 4.1 (Linearisation). Let g ∈ Diff(M) suh that dg|X ∈ ΣI,J . then there is an arbitrarilysmall perturbation h of g on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood U of X suh that dh = dg on X,suh that h is loally linear and the (I, J)-invariant manifolds of g and h oinide loally outside
U .Proof : By unit partitions we �nd a sequene hk of loally linear di�eomorphism that tends to
g, and suh that dhk = dg on X. Then we apply Proposition 3.1. 2For any oyle σ ∈ ΣI,J , we denote by σ̂ the linear di�eomorphism it indues from aneighbourhood Cσ ⊂ D of X to its image Dσ ⊂ D. We say that the (I, J)-quasidistane from σto τ ∈ ΣI,J is less than ǫ > 0 if for any neighbourhood U of X there exists a di�eomorphism hfrom Cσ to Dσ that satis�es the following:

• dh is loally equal to τ̂ at X,
• h is equal to σ̂ outside U ,
• The (I, J)-invariant manifolds of σ̂ and h oinide outside U .8



• the C1-distane between h and σ̂ is less than ǫ.We denote the in�mum of these ǫ by dI,J(σ → τ). This is a quasidistane: it is positive, separateand satis�es the triangle inequality. Proposition 3.3 implies the following result:Lemma 4.2. For all σ ∈ ΣI,J , for all ǫ > 0, there is a neighbourhood Ω ⊂ ΣI,J of σ suh thatthe quasidistane dI,J(σ → τ) is less than ǫ, for any τ ∈ Ω.Let σ ∈ ΣI,J and let U be a neighbourhood of X in Cσ whose boundary does not intersetthat of Cσ. Then, if a di�eomorphism h from Cσ to Dσ is equal to σ̂ outside U , one an loallyonjugate it by a homothety as follows: for any 0 < λ < 1 we denote by hλ the di�eomorphismfrom Cσ to Dσ that is equal to λ.Id ◦ h ◦ λ−1.Id on λ.U and equal to σ̂ outside, where Id is thelinear di�eomorphism indued on Cσ by the idential oyle.Remark 4.3. The C1-distane between hλ and σ̂ is less or equal to the C1-distane between hand σ̂.The images of the (I, J)-invariant manifolds of h by the homothety λ.Id are in the respetive
(I, J)-invariant manifolds of hλ.Remark 4.4. Assume that there are fundamental domains of the invariant manifolds of σ̂ in Cσoutside ∪0≤λ≤1λ.U . Then if the (I, J)-invariant manifolds oinide for σ̂ and h outside U , the
(I, J)-invariant manifolds also oinide for σ̂ and hλ outside λ.U .Proof of Lemma 4.2 : Let U ⊂ Cσ be a neighbourhood of X that satis�es the assumptionsof Remark 4.4. It an obviously be hosen arbitrarily small. Let σk be a sequene that tends to
σ and let ǫ > 0. We have to show that for all k great enough, the quasidistane dI,J(σ → τ) isless than ǫ.Let g be a di�eomorphism that extends σ̂ on M . By a unit partition we build a sequene gkof di�eomorphisms that tends to g, suh that dgk = σk on X. We apply Proposition 3.3 to �nda sequene hk that tends to g suh that

• dhk = σk on X,
• the restrition hk|Cσ

is equal to σ̂ outside U ,
• for k great enough, the (I, J)-invariant manifolds of σ̂ and hk|Cσ

oinide outside U .Let k0 be suh that, for all k ≥ k0, the three items above are satis�ed and the C1-distanebetween σ̂ and hk is less than ǫ. Then, for any k ≥ k0, onjugating by any homothety of ratio
0 < λ < 1 and by Remarks 4.3 and 4.4 we have

• dhk,λ = σk on X,
• hk,λ|Cσ

= σ̂ outside λ.U ,
• the (I, J)-invariant manifolds of σ̂ and hk|Cσ

oinide outside λ.U .
• the C1-distane between hk,λ and σ̂ is less than ǫ.Therefore, the distane the (I, J)-quasidistane from σ to σk is less than ǫ, for k ≥ k0. QED. 29



Lemma 4.5. For all τ ∈ ΣI,J , for all ǫ > 0, there is a neighbourhood Ω ⊂ ΣI,J of τ suh that,for any σ ∈ Ω, the quasidistane dI,J(σ → τ) is less than ǫ.Proof : The proof is the very similar to that of Lemma 4.2, applying Proposition 3.4 andRemarks 4.3 and 4.4. To be able to apply Remark 4.4 here, notie that for all σ there is aneighbourhood U of X that satis�es the assumptions of the remark, with respet to any σ′ loseenough to sigma. 2For all σ, τ ∈ ΣI,J , we de�ne the distane dI,J(σ, τ) to be the in�mum of dI,J(σ → τ) and
dI,J(τ → σ). As a diret onsequene of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5, we haveLemma 4.6. The metri dI,J is ompatible with the topology on ΣI,J de�ned by the metri distin setion 2.Proof of Theorem 2.1 : Choose a path γ as in the assumptions of the theorem and �x
ǫ > 0 and a neighbourhood U of X. Let ρ be the radius supt{dist(γ(t), df|X)} of the path.By ompatness of the path and Lemma 4.6, we �nd a sequene {σk}k=0,...,n, suh that σ0 =
γ(0) = df|X and σn = γ(1), and suh that the distane dI,J(σk, σk+1) is stritly less than ǫ, forall 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.By Lemma 4.1, we �nd an ǫ-perturbation f0 of f on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood
U0 ⊂ U of X suh that f0 = σ̂0 on some neighbourhood U1 ⊂ U0 of X. Then, sine dI,J(σk →
σk+1) ≤ dI,J(σk, σk+1) < ǫ, and applying eah time Lemma 4.1, we an build by indution asequene of open sets U1 ⊃ ...Un−1 ⊃ Un ⊃ K and a sequene of di�eomorphisms f = f0, f1, ..., fnsuh that, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n,

• dfk = σ̂k on Uk+1,
• fk is an ǫ-perturbation of fk−1 on Uk (thus an ǫ-perturbation of σ̂k−1, by previous item),
• the (I, J)-invariant manifolds of the restritions fk−1|U0

and fk|U0
oinide outside Uk.By a straightforward indution, for all k, fk is a perturbation of f that preserves (I, J)-strongstable/unstable manifolds loally outside U0.Choosing U0 small enough, we may assume that the C1-distane between σ̂k and σ̂0 is lessthan δ + ǫ, by restrition to U1. Assume that fk is a (δ + 2ǫ)-perturbation of f0. By restritionto Uk+1, it is equal to σ̂k therefore is δ + ǫ-lose to f0. Then the di�eomorphism fk+1, whih isan ǫ-perturbation of fk on Uk+1, is also a (δ + 2ǫ)-perturbation of f0. By indution, we get that

fn is a (δ + 2ǫ)-perturbation of f0 on U1, therefore a (δ + 3ǫ)-perturbation of f on U0 ⊂ U . Thisends the proof of Theorem 2.1. 25 Further ResultsIn this paper, we have assumed that the i-strong stable/unstable diretions exist at any time t ofthe homotopy, and we obtain a perturbation lemma that preserves the orresponding invariantmanifolds entirely, loally outside of an arbitrarily small neighbourhood.We now announe two generalisations of this result and a few onsequenes: assuming onlythat the i-strong stable/unstable manifold exists at the beginning and the end of the homotopy,and that at any time t the stable/unstable manifold has dimension ≥ i, we have a perturbation10



result that preserves the orresponding invariant manifolds almost entirely, loally outside of anarbitrarily small neighbourhood.We need some de�nitions. Let f be a C1-di�eomorphism and X be a periodi saddle point for
f . Given a fundamental domain of the stable/unstable manifold of x identi�ed di�eomorphiallyto Sis−1 × [0, 1[, an annulus A(f,X) is a subset of the form Sis−1 × [0, ρ[, where 0 < ρ < 1. Wesay that a perturbation g of f that oinides with f on X leaves invariant the (I, J)-invariantmanifolds of f on the annulus A if and only if the (I, J)-invariant manifolds oinide for f and
g by restrition to A.Theorem . Assume that df|X is in ΣI,J , and let γ : [0, 1] → Σ be a path starting at df|X suhthat γ(1) ∈ ΣI,J and for all 0 < t < 1 the stable/unstable diretion of γ(t) has dimension greaterthan the maximum element of I/J . Then, for any (arbitrarily great) annulus A(f,X), there is aperturbation g of f on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood U of X suh that

• dg|X = γ(1),
• the C1-distane between g and f is arbitrarily lose to the radius r(γ) of γ,
• the (I, J)-strong stable/unstable manifolds is preserved on the annulus A.As a onsequene, the (I, J)-strong stable/unstable manifolds an be preserved almost en-tirely outside an arbitrarily small neighourhood of X.We an generalise further and see that if at some time t of the path γ, some eigenvalueshave same modulus, then one an presribe the �ags of strong stable/unstable manifolds withina range of possible admissible �ags. Let γ be a path in Σ. Let 1 ≤ i0 < i1 < ... < iα and

1 ≤ j0 < j1 < ... < jβ be two sequenes suh that
• at any time t, the stable and unstable diretions of γ(t) have dimensions greater or equalto iα and jβ , respetively.
• for all 0 ≤ k ≤ α − 1 there exists t suh that, ounting the eigenvalues of γ(t) withmultipliity and ordering them by inreasing moduli, the ik-th and the ik+1-th (stable)eigenvalues of γ(t) have same modulus.
• for all 0 ≤ k ≤ β − 1 there exists t suh that, ounting the eigenvalues of γ(t) withmultipliity and ordering them by dereasing moduli, the jk-th and the jk+1-th (unstable)eigenvalues of γ(t) have same modulus.Suh pair of sequenes is alled an admissible pair for the path γ(t). Let f be a di�eomorphismsuh that df|X = γ(0). A stable/unstable invariant �ag for f is a pair of sequenes of f -invariantmanifolds Ws,1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Ws,k ⊂ W s(f,X) and Wu,1 ⊂ ... ⊂ Wu,l ⊂ W u(f,X) suh that Ws,i(resp. Wu,i) is an injetively immersed submanifold of dimension i in Ws,i+1 (resp. Wu,i+1),topologially equal to Ri ×X, ontaining X, and C1 away from X.A stable/unstable �ag Ws,1 ⊂ ...Ws,iα and Wu,1 ⊂ ...Wu,jβ for (f, γ) is an admissible sta-ble/unstable �ag if there is an admissible pair {ik}k=0...α, {jl}k=0...β suh that
• if ik−1 ≤ i ≤ ik then Ws,i ontains the strong stable manifolds of (f,X) of dimension

≤ ik−1 and is ontained in the strong stable manifolds of dimension ≥ ik.
• if jk−1 ≤ j ≤ jk then Wu,j ontains the strong unstable manifolds of (f,X) of dimension

≤ jk−1 and is ontained in the strong unstable manifolds of dimension ≥ jk.11



The next theorem states that we an almost entirely realise any admissible stable/unstable�ag for (f, γ), by a perturbation of size arbitrarily lose to the radius of the path γ with derivativeat X equal to γ(1).Theorem . Let γ : [0, 1] → Σ be a path starting at df|X . Let {Ws,i}i=1,...,iα and {Wu,j}j=1,...,jβbe an admissible stable/unstable �ag for (f, γ). Then for any annulus A for (f,X), there is aperturbation g of f on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood U of X suh that
• dg|X = γ(1),
• the C1-distane between g and f is arbitrarily lose to the radius r(γ),
• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ iα, the i-strong stable manifold of g oinides with the manifold Ws,i on theannulus A, if it exists.
• for all 1 ≤ j ≤ jβ, the j-strong stable manifold of g oinides with the manifold Wu,j onthe annulus A, if it exists.We have for instane the following partiular ase:Theorem . Assume X is hyperboli for f . Let γ be a path starting at df|X suh that the indexis onstant along it. Assume that γ(1) has pairwise distint eigenvalues, and that γ(1/2) has allstable eigenvalues with same modulus. Fix an stable/unstable invariant �ag with respet to f .Then there is a perturbation g of size lose to r(γ), on an arbitrarily small neighbourhoodof X suh that dg = γ1, and suh that the strong stable/unstable manifolds of g oinide withmanifolds of the �xed stable/unstable invariant �ag on an arbitrarily great annulus6 Hints for appliationsIn this setion we announe that the perturbation tehniques for linear oyles as developedin [Mañ82℄, [BDP00℄, [Gan04℄, and [BGV04℄, suessively, an be rewritten in order to takeinto aount the need of a good path between the initial oyle and the pertubation. Theperturbations of oyles obtained by the tehniques of [BGV04℄ an indeed be done along pathswhose size are small.Let K ⊂ M be a ompat invariant set for a di�eomorphism f . We reall that an invariantsplitting TMK = E1 ⊕ ... ⊕ Ek for df is N -dominated if and only if for any pair u, v of unitvetors in onseutive bundles Ei, Ei+1, we have ‖df(u)‖ ≤ 1/2‖df(v)‖. A saddle orbit X for fis N -dominated if and only if its stable/unstable splitting TMX = Es ⊕ Eu is N -dominated.Let us state a few of the foreseeable results:Proposition . Let f ∈ Diff1(M), ǫ > 0. There exists N > 0 and P > 0 suh that if a saddlepoint X of f is not N -dominated and has period greater than P , then the following holds:Let I, J be the biggest sets suh that df|X ∈ ΣI,J . There is a path γ in ΣI,J that starts at df|Xsuh that
• the radius of γ is less than ǫ,
• the angle between the stable and unstable diretion of γ(1) is less than ǫ.12



Note that γ(1) is hyperboli with same index as df|X With theorem 2.1, this proposition allowsto reate small angles between the stable and unstable manifolds of a periodi saddle point oflong period, while preserving its invariant manifolds outside an arbitrarily small neighbourhoodof its orbit. In partiular, this leads to another proof of the results of [Gou06℄.Proposition . Let f ∈ Diff1(M), ǫ > 0. There exists N > 0 suh that if a saddle point X of fis not N -dominated, then the following holds:Let I, J be the biggest sets suh that df|X ∈ ΣI,J . Let I∗ and J∗ be the sets I, J without theirrespetive biggest element. Then there is a path γ that starts at df|X suh that
• the radius of γ is less than ǫ,
• either γ(t) has onstant index for t ∈ [0, 1[

• γ(1) has an eigenvalue of modulus 1.This, with the �rst theorem announed, allows to reate saddle nodes from periodi sad-dle points with weak domination and strong onnetions, under some assumptions of volumeontration or dilation along the enter bundles.A onsequene of the seond theorem that we announed in setion 5 is for instane this:Theorem . Fix ǫ > 0. There exists N > 0 suh that if X is a saddle orbit for f with non-trivial homolini lass, and the weakest and seond weakest stable eigendiretions (ounted withmultipliity) of X are not mutually N -dominated, then there exists an ǫ-perturbation of f on anarbitrarily small neighbourhood of X for whih X has a strong homolini onnetion.This translates as follows on homolini lasses:Corollary . Let Hom(X, f) be a non trivial homolini lass, and let TMHom(X,f) = Es⊕Eu bethe stable/unstable oseledets splitting. Let Es = Es
1 ⊕ ...⊕E

s
k be the �nest dominated splitting on

Es. If the weakest stable bundle Es
k has dimension greater than 2, then there exists an arbitrarilysmall perturbation that reates a strong onnetion in Hom(X, f).Referenes[Arn01℄ Marie-Claude Arnaud. Création de onnexions en topologie C1. Ergodi Theory Dy-nam. Systems, 21(2):339�381, 2001.[BC04℄ C. Bonatti and S. Crovisier. Réurrene et génériité. Invent. Math., 158(1):33�104,2004.[BDP00℄ C. Bonatti, L.J. Diaz, and E.R. Pujals. A C1-generi dihotomy for di�eomorphisms:weak forms of hyperboliity or in�nitely many sinks or soures. Ann. of Math.,158(2):355�418, 2000.[BGV04℄ C. Bonatti, N. Gourmelon, and T. Vivier. Perturbations of the derivative along periodiorbits. Prépubliation de l'Université de Bourgogne, (376), 2004.[Cro06℄ Sylvain Crovisier. Periodi orbits and hain-transitive sets of C1-di�eomorphisms. Publ.Math. Inst. Hautes Études Si., (104):87�141, 2006.13
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